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When you need a wife, especially
from a foreign country, You can
use a mail order brides sites. 
find out how to become a man who
finds a wife online. 
Here is a 5-step guide on how to
find bride for marriage on the
internet. Read On



01 Decide what kind of overseas brides attracts you
the most

Asia: China, South Korea, Japan, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, India.

Eastern Europe: Russia, Ukraine, Poland, Belarus, Moldova, Czech Republic.

Latin America: Mexico, Brazil, Colombia, Argentina, Cuba, Dominican Republic.

Thanks to the virtually unlimited opportunities for buying a wife online we now have, you can find

overseas brides from any corner of the globe. 

Popular mail order brides regions:



02 Understand who an internet bride is and whether
you can order a wife

What you can do, and what we actually mean when we say things like “order a wife”, is an opportunity to

meet foreign mail oder wives from the comfort of your own house, communicate with them online, and

develop a serious relationship on your own terms.

Then, you can decide when to meet in real life and get married if there is a genuine connection and you

want to be together. No one is buying or ordering anyone, and the marriage is strictly consensual for

both parties.



03 Find the most reputable mail order brides service

 Number and quality of the profiles.

 Modern design and mobile version of the site.

 Variety and cost of communication features.

 Presence of success stories/absence of negative reviews.

 Availability of customer support.

These are the five things to look for on a dating site when you want to find a foreign wife:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



04 Reach out to the potential foreign wives

 Choose the women who fit your criteria. Try to not limit yourself to just one at first.

 Start with small talk and graduate to bigger issues. You don’t want to scare the ladies away with

deep questions, but you also cannot find a wife by talking about weather and cats for months.

 Talk about your vision of the family. This is by far the most important thing you need to discuss

when you are looking for a wife.

 Utilize the site functionality in full. Most dating sites offer many features like video chat, phone

calls, and gift delivery can really make your relationship special.

 Make your relationship exclusive. It’s a good idea to keep your options broad in the beginning, but as

things progress, you need to focus your attention on just one lucky lady.

 Five essential steps to meet women on dating site:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



05
 

You will need to use this time not just to have fun and explore a foreign country, but also to see if your

relationship works in a natural environment. It’s easy to be charming and sociable online, while an offline

romance often proves harder than it looks. Typically, couples meet in real life 6 to 12 months after they

begin their online correspondence. Hopefully, things work perfectly in your situation and your internet

bride turns into your real wife!

Take your relationship with one of the girls offline
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